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Enable Payments 
in Virtual Currencies 

SECURE PAYMENTS
With Coinify Payments you can give your merchants the option to accept more than 10 of the most widely 
adopted virtual currencies, including Bitcoin, Ethereum and Litecoin. Coinify converts any payment made in 
virtual currencies into 21 traditional currencies. This enables you to offer your merchants an additional 
attractive payment method at no charge for them.

More than 60 Payment Service Providers and 
30,000 merchants have already signed up for 
Coinify Payments and our team is ready to 
assist you in serving your customers with more 
value added services.

Contact us today.

JOIN US

#1 Virtual Currency Payment Provider 
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YOUR COINIFY TEAM

Bo Soderberg
Sales Manager (APAC)
bos@coinify.com

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3

A customer wants to pay for a 
purchase of €50 in Bitcoin. 
They select the cryptocurrency 
payment option.

Customer is shown the price of 
€50 in Bitcoin and scans the QR 
code to send the Bitcoin to the 
provided address.

Bitcoin is converted to €50 by 
Coinify and deposited to the 
Coinify Merchant Account.

HOW IT WORKS FROM USER PERSPECTIVE

Join 60+ PSP’s 

    = 0.0768

     = 50.00€

Pay using Bitcoin Client Payment Successful!

   Pay with mobile

   Credit/Debit Card

   Cryptocurrency

Pay



#1 Virtual Currency Payment Provider

Coinify is the leading global virtual currency payment service provider offering two-way virtual currency 
conversion services for businesses and individuals. The company was incorporated in 2014 and is backed by 
leading VCs. Our approach allows our partners and customers to embrace the world of virtual currencies in a 
compliant, secure and regulated manner.

KEY BENEFITS

ABOUT US

Increase transaction volume of your merchants 
with globally reaching cryptocurrencies

Industry leading compliance solution with all 
KYC, KYB and Source of Funds checks handled by 
Coinify

Coinify handles end-to-end payment process, 
no knowledge of virtual currencies required

Fully compliant with EU 5th AML Directive

Accept 10+ virtual currencies in one integration. 
Get payout in 21 traditional currencies 

Payments
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Guaranteed final payments at face value - no 
chargebacks

Referral entity: Merchants accepting virtual currency payments are referred to Coinify by you. They can then 
send virtual currency balances to Coinify and we convert them to a traditional currency of choice and pay it out 
directly to the merchant. 

Collector entity: Virtual currency balances received by merchants are sent to Coinify. We then convert the 
balances to the traditional currency of choice and send them to your PSP account with Coinify for you to 
distribute to your merchants. 
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